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Generally, the devices on the Internet are identified by IP addresses. &e users of IPs are those who use IPs on the Internet and are
always different from their registers and operators. Since IPs are used as unique identifiers of devices, knowing users of IPs
according to their multisource data is critical for experts to protect the security of the network. At present, there are only few
methods to mine the users of IPs from their public data. To make matters worse, the existing methods do not make effective use of
a large amount and multisource data, such as certificates, protocol banner, rDNS, location, topology, etc. As a result, the
performances of existingmethods are largely limited. To tackle this issue, we proposed ULIB, short for “Understanding User-Level
IP Blocks on the Internet.” ULIB is based on improved community detection to mine the users for as many blocks of IPs as
possible. By analysing comprehensive attributes of IPs, ULIB is able to recognize users effectively. Meanwhile, we evaluated our
methodology in the real world and the experiments demonstrated that the accuracy of ULIB is 74.20% and the coverage is 28.90%
in a city of China, which outperforms other existing methods.

1. Introduction

Identifying the users of devices can enable numerous network
security applications. For example, when a serious vulnera-
bility such as Apache Log4j vulnerability [1] is exposed, the
users should be promptly notified by regulators and security
researchers, so that the vulnerability can be patched in
time. And the wireless sensor networks are facing numerous
tribulations regarding network coverage. &at is because
of uncouth deployment of the sensor nodes [2], which
effects the security of users. &e devices connecting to the
Internet always use IP addresses or domain names as unique
identities. Querying public databases such as Whois of IANA
[3] and IPIP (https://www.ipip.net/) is a common way to
identify the users of large-scale devices, but it has a lot of
limitations: (1) many organizations recorded in the databases
are the registers of IP addresses or domains, most of which are
used by Internet service providers or cloud service providers,
rather than the real users. (2) IP addresses can be sublet or
sold, as Figure 1 shows, so the registered organizations may

not be the real users and it is difficult to know as much as
possible who uses the public devices on the Internet.

&ere is not only little research specifically aimed at the
user identification of IPs, but also no analysis on the ag-
gregation of IPs with users, namely, user-level IP blocks.
&erefore, we proposed ULIB: Understanding User-Level IP
Blocks on the Internet to detect and recognize high-quality
user-level IP blocks in a fine-grained way. ULIB is a kind of
top-down method based on community detection on
knowledge graph to recognize the users of devices. At the
same time, according to ULIB proposed in this paper, the
network measurement is carried out in the real environ-
ment. &e evaluation results show that the accuracy of ULIB
is 74.20% and the coverage is 28.90%, in a city of China,
which outperforms other existing methods. At the same
time, we found most users have relatively small number of
blocks (less than 10) and themean size of blocks is small (less
than 10, too). &rough all the experiments, it is clear that
identifying User-Level Blocks can be more helpful to un-
derstand and analyse the usage of IPs.
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Our contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) &is paper defines three types of owners for IPs,
namely, register, operator, and user, for network
security. &e paper also detects and recognizes the
user-level IP blocks in real environment and dem-
onstrates the high performance as well.

(2) Louvain algorithm, a traditional community detec-
tion method, is improved to realize the clustering on
the knowledge graph of IPs, enhanced by a Siamese
Deep Neutral Network.

(3) Aiming at the rough results obtained after com-
munity detection, a top-down method is adopted to
achieve fine-grained recognition of user-level IP
blocks.

2. Problem Formulation

2.1. Motivation. Our work is motivated by several famous
and influenced cyber security incidents, such as Apache
Log4j vulnerability [1]. Log4j is a widely used tool for
gathering log information and is widely deployed in web-
sites.&e Log4j vulnerability allows attackers to execute code
remotely to control the websites. According to media re-
ports, the vulnerability affected many Internets service
companies, including Apple, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft, and
Twitter. After regulators and security researchers detect the
affected websites, the users should be promptly notified to
protect potential attacks.

2.2. Statement. In the life cycle of a public IP address, there
may be three owners. Originally, all IP address spaces were
managed directly by the IANA or ICANN [3]. Public In-
ternet registries, such as Regional Internet registries (RIR),
National Internet Registries (NIR), and Local Internet
Registries (LIR), may acquire parts of the IP addresses from
IANA or ICANN. Finally, Internet Service Providers (ISP)
obtain useable addresses from LIR, NIR, or RIR and assign
them to end users. &e three kinds of owners are charac-
terized as follows:

(1) Register: the register of an IP address refers to the
organization that obtains the IP address from IANA.
&e registers can be RIR, NIR, or LIR.

(2) Operator: the operator of an IP address refers to the
organization that obtains the IP address from the
registers and assigns it to the end user.

(3) User: the user of an IP address refers to the orga-
nization that gets the address from its ISP and uses
the IP address for particular purposes. &e user can
be a government agency, a company, a school, or a
person, etc.

While the registers and operators of an IP address can be
identified by querying public databases, it is hard for us to
recognize the end user of an IP that is hidden in multisource
data. &us, in this work, we only focus on identifying the
users of IP addresses. At the same time, in order to facilitate
visualization and analysis, we classify the IP addresses of
each user in clusters, called user-level IP blocks.

2.3. Challenge. Identification of users of IPs is particularly
challenging due to the following reasons.

Nowadays, users may use various Internet services from
providers all over the world. Also, wide references of cloud
services and other mechanisms, such as dynamic alloca-
tion, used by operators, and the fact that a single user can
own multiple devices associated with multiple IP addresses
have all contributed to the complexity of identifying the
users of IPs. As a result, the IP addresses not only have local
aggregation, but also have overall dispersion, making it
hard to find out all User-Level Blocks precisely. For ex-
ample, a user may own several IP addresses in p1.0/24 and
p2.0/24 at the same time, while p1 and p2 are two different
prefixes of IPs. &erefore, it is difficult to directly obtain all
IP blocks of users simply based on topology, location, and
others.

3. Related Work

3.1. User Recognition. It seems easier to find the owners of
devices, using public databases such as Whois [4, 5] and
DNS [6, 7]. But these methods can only get the register of
websites. However, the registers are always not their owners.
Certainly, these are some other methods to identify owners.
AIWEN [8], a commercial company, and Wang [9] extract
the owners of domains by regex rules such as “Copyright@
(.+?).” But that kind of methods only uses the websites
instead of heterogeneous data of devices, resulting in low
accuracy and coverage.

3.2. Clusters and Communities. Clustering is a process of
classifying data into different classes or clusters. Objects in
the same cluster have great similarity, and objects among
different clusters have great dissimilarity [10]. Commu-
nity detection [11, 12] reveals the relations among the
nodes in a network, which is essentially clustering the
network. Louvain algorithm [13] is a modularity-based
community detection algorithm that can achieve fast
clustering of network nodes, especially for networks with
lots of nodes but fewer links. And there are lots of
community detection methods [14, 15] based on Louvain
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Figure 1: &ere is a “data fortress” in the allocation mechanism of
the IP or domain.
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algorithm. But all the above algorithms could only realize
the clusters on graph with its structure, leading to rough
aggregation of nodes.

Deep graph neural network has been adopted in com-
munity detection [16] in recent research works. However, the
deep learning method is usually time consuming, making it
difficult to adapt to constructed knowledge graphs based on
data in real environment to build user-level IP blocks.

&e current IP block detection methods mainly focus on
the traditional AS [17, 18] and CIDR [19, 20]. &e detection
of AS depends on the operator of the autonomous system
(AS), and the CIDR method depends on the IP address and
prefix length. Generally, an AS is composed of hundreds of
thousands of addresses. In CIDR, the/24 network has 256
addresses and the/30 network has only 4 addresses. For the
IP blocks used by small companies, the division between AS
and CIDR may be too large; for large companies, CIDR may
be too partitioned, with uncertain length of CIDR prefix and
number of CIDR subnets. So, the existing methods cannot
meet the demands of fine-grained user-level IP blocks
detection.

4. Methodology

In this paper, we proposed a method, called ULIB, that can
identify the users to which the IP addresses are owned. As
mentioned before, the public registries and operators can be
easily identified by querying public databases such asWhois,
AS, etc. &erefore, our method will focus on analysing users
of the IP addresses.

ULIB firstly mines the users of each single device
through their SSL certificates and protocol banners, which
we call Seed Mining. Secondly, a knowledge graph, named
as device book, is constructed to introduce other IP ad-
dresses based on the seeds, the relations between seeds and
others, and a set of multidimensional attributes, such as
DNS, AS, location, devices, etc. &en, Community Detec-
tion clusters the IPs on the device book with maximizing the
improved community fitness. Finally, a top-downmethod in
Community Recognition is adopted to achieve fine-grained
recognition of user-level IP blocks.

For the identification of users, the summary of our
methodology is shown in Figure 2.

4.1. Seed Mining. For a single device, we identify the user
from SSL certificates and protocol banners. Figure 3 shows
examples of users in SSL certificates and protocol banners, as
well as the users of the devices that may be contained in the
certificates and banners and circled by red boxes, which we
also call IP seeds.

4.1.1. SSL Certificates. SSL, serving as the backbone of In-
ternet security, is a standard security technology that is
enabled by digital certificates. Jain [21] introduced how the
SSL certificates work and Clark and Van Oorschot [22]
discussed the mechanism and security of issuing certificates.
&e subject in SSL is the owner of the website, which is
probably the user of the IP we defined.

For SSL certificates, the regexes and keywords we used
are (subject: (. ∗?)) and (O� (. ∗?);). But previous researchers
have found lots of obvious errors of certificates [23, 24], so
filters as follows are necessary:

(1) We dropped the self-signed certificates.
(2) We dropped the expired certificates.
(3) We dropped the certificates with risk issuers or

subjects.

4.1.2. Protocol Banner. Protocol banners are the public
response data when we send queries to IPs and provide
information about services and applications. For example,
the banners of a device using HTTP are its HTTP content,
and the banners of a device using SSH or FTP are the
information returned from the device at login. &rough
banner grabbing and analysis, devices running on a net-
work can be easily identified [25, 26], as well as the or-
ganizations to which the devices are owned, which makes it
possible to further identify the real users of those IP
addresses.

As aforementioned, protocol banners are the public
response data when we send queries to IPs. For example,
the protocol banners of devices using HTTP are their
HTTP content, and the protocol banners of devices using
SSH or FTP are the information returned from devices at
login, while we do not need to guess the user names and
passwords.

Because of the various formats of the returned infor-
mation, it is hard to use single regexes or keywords to extract
possible users; therefore we used Named Entity Recognition
(NER) methods to enhance Seeds Mining. NER is often used
to extract some key information from natural language.
Goyal et al. [27] present a survey of developments and
progresses made in NER and Georgescu et al. [28] enhances
the process of diagnosing and detecting possible vulnera-
bilities within an Internet of &ings (IoT) system by using a
NER-based solution.

We build a NER model to extract users from banners,
coming from response data when we access to the IPs.
BiLSTM-CRF is one of common and mature methods of
NER [29], and we choose to build a pretrained BiLSTM-
CRF based on Wiki to extract users from protocol
banners.

4.2. Device Book. From the data of a single device, only the
user of the IP can be directly extracted. However, many IPs
lack the information directly exposed on the Internet, which
makes it difficult to mine their users, resulting in the low
coverage of the existing methods. &erefore, this paper
constructs the device book of IPs, introducing the relations
between IPs.

&e Centre for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA)
[30] builds research infrastructures for large-scale Internet
data collection and provides such services to scientific re-
search communities. CAIDA collects data by sending
scamper probes continuously to destination IP addresses
that are randomly selected from each routed IPv4/24 prefix
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on the Internet. In this way, a random address in each prefix
is probed approximately every 24 hours by one probing cycle
(https://www.caida.org).

In order to integrate the heterogeneous data as much as
possible and effectively build the device book of IPs, we
select AS, CIDR Subnets, location, and DNS as the attri-
butes of nodes, CAIDA topology as the links, and the
median, mean, and stand deviation of RTTs as the prop-
erties of the links.

When building the device book, we need to represent the
knowledge of the IPs. IP represents the attributes of IPs,
respectively. Hop represents the attributes of links, which
can represent several groups of triples (src IP,Hop, dst IP).
In triples, src IP represents the attribute of start device,

dst IP is the attribute of target device, and Hop is the at-
tributes of links between two devices. For the device book, V

represents all devices of the graph, and E represents all links
of the graph.

4.3.Detection. Because the objective of Louvain algorithm is
only modularity, it cannot effectively use the attributes of IP
to detect the user-level IP blocks. &erefore, ULIB unites
nodes similarity, neighbour nodes similarity, and modu-
larity as the optimization objective. &erefore, the com-
munity detection in this paper can better integrate attributes
and topology of IPs to realize the detection and recognition
of highly precise user-level IP blocks.
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Figure 3: Examples of users in SSL certificates and protocol banners. (a) Users in SSL certificates of IPs. (b) Users in protocol banners of IPs.
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4.3.1. Node Similarity Model. Node Similarity Model relies
on the attributes of nodes as features and user seeds of IPs as
labels. Node Similarity Model adopts pairwise way to
construct (IP1, IP2, label), in which the label is 1 when the
users of IP1 and IP2 are the same and 0 when the users are
different. On the basis of ensuring the effect and efficiency,
the Siamese DNN [31] is trained to learn to judge whether
two IPs have the same user based on the attributes of nodes,
namely, oriented similarity model.

Among the four kinds of selected attributes, IPs have
certain aggregation obviously. Using AS, location, and
Subnet/24, the aggregation of IPs is more compact to cluster
users of IPs; in DNS, the aggregation is sparser, while some
DNS can directly show the related user information, such as
SOHO, ICBC, and so on. &erefore, the paper used the Bow
model to convert DNS to numbers, and the rest of the at-
tributes can be directly vectored.

Generally speaking, unsupervised measures such as
cosine similarity can be used to calculate similarity between
two IPs by their attributes. However, cosine similarity
considers attributes equivalently and does not consider users
of IPs. At the same time, cosine similarity also does not
consider the relationship between the IPs with users ob-
tained in advance. To overcome the shortcomings of un-
supervised measures, ULIB constructs a Siamese DNN to
supervised learning of the similarity of IPs, and the model is
shown in Figure 4.

&e similarity of IP u and v is as follows:

sim1(u, v) � cos yQ, yD  � cos W · xQ, W · xD , (1)

where x represents the attributes of IPs. W is the main pa-
rameter of Siamese DNN, which is learned by labelled data
constructed from IPs seeds. Siamese DNN calculates such
similarities and builds a space in which IPs belonging to the
same users are closer while the IPs belonging to different users
are more discrete in the owner space. By reducing the model
parameters, the amount of calculation is greatly reduced.

4.3.2. Neighbours’ Similarity Model. Intuitively, IPs sharing
the same neighbouring routers are considered to belong to
the same user. For two IPs u and v, the more similar their
neighbouring routers are, the closer the similarity is to 1.
&erefore, the neighbours’ similarity is defined as

sim2(u, v) �
|Γ(u)∩Γ(v)|

����������
|Γ(u)||Γ(v)|

 , (2)

where Γ(u) � uϵV|(u, v)ϵE{ }∪ u{ }.

4.3.3. Modularity Model. Modularity [14] is a commonly
used property to measure the division of network com-
munities. &e value of modularity mainly depends on the
distribution of nodes in the communities of the network,
namely, the community division of the network. &e closer
the value of modularity to 1, the stronger the community
structure divided in the network. &erefore, the goal of
network community division could be set to maximize the
modularity Q.

Q �
1
2m


vw

Avw −
kvkw

2m
 δvw, Q ∈ [−0.5, 1), (3)

where A is the adjacency matrix of the graph, k is the degree
of the node, m is the total number of edges, and δvw

quantifies whether v and w are in the same community.

4.3.4. Community Fitness. &e optimization goal of com-
munity detection consists of three parts, which combines the
node similarity, neighbour similarity, and modularity.

For node similarity and neighbour similarity, Silhouette
Coefficient is a way to evaluate the whole performance of nodes
cluster. For a community i , Silhouette Coefficient is defined as

Si �
1
n


i

bi − ai

max ai, bi( 
, Siϵ[−1, 1], (4)

where

ai �
1
n


p∈Ci

distance(p, i)(p ≠ i),

bi � min
1
n


p ∉ Ci

distance(p, i)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, and

distance(p, i) �
1

sim(p, i)
− 1.

(5)

&en the optimization of community detection is de-
fined as

FC � FC1 + FC2 + FC3

� α ×
1
n


i

bi − ai

max ai, bi( 
|sim1 + β

×
1
n


i

bi − ai

max ai, bi( 
|sim2 + c

×
1
2m


vw

Avw −
kvkw

2m
 δvw.

(6)

Among them, α � 0.6, β � 0.2, c � 0.2 are weight pa-
rameters based on prior knowledge and experience.
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Figure 4: Structure of Node Similarity Model.
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After defining FC, this paper used an improved Louvain
algorithm to maximize the optimization goal to get the
temporary communities.

In a word, as in Community Detection of Figure 2,
ULIB first calculates the node similarity, neighbours
similarity of IPs, andmodularity of the whole device book.
&en ULIB calculates the total fitness as the target for
Louvain algorithm to get the final communities for IPs until
reaching the best performance or max iterations Epoch.

4.4. Recognition. &e user-level IP blocks got from com-
munity detection are relatively rough. For an IP block, there
may be different IPs seeds with their users, making it hard to
find out which user of IP seed is the user of the IP block.
&erefore, ULIB uses the top-down method to divide rough
IP blocks into fine-grained IP blocks until each IP block has a
unique user.

For example, in Community Recognition of Figure 2,
Block is the IP block obtained from the first community
detection. Different colours in the block represent seeds with
different users. Block A and Block B are the IP blocks
obtained from the second community detection. Block A
does not meet the recognition rules, so it is necessary to

conduct the third community detection to obtain Block C
and Block D. &erefore, Blocks B, C, D are final user-level
IP blocks we could get using the methodology.

5. Experiment

5.1.Motivation. &e data used for experiments in this paper
is as follows in Table 1. &e Topology Link represents the
number of triples after processing the path provided by
CAIDA. SSL Certificates and Protocol Banner represent the
number of IPs with users identified from the corresponding
data, which are the existing basis of work. Total Seeds
represent the result of removed duplication of SSL Certif-
icates and Protocol Banner, and Internet Edges represent the
number of goals identified by function of IPs.

5.2. Evaluation

5.2.1. Detection Metric. &e Adjusted Rand Index [32] is
used to measure the performance of user-level IP blocks
detection. ARI is used to measure whether the algorithm can
divide IPs with the same user into a cluster. &e closer the
ARI is to 1, the stronger the performance of detection is.

ARI �

ij

nij

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − i ai/2( j bj/2  /

n

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1/2 i

ai

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + i

bj

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ − i ai/2( j bj/2  /

n

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

, (7)

where nij is the number of samples that should be recognized
into class i while being recognized into class j actually, and

the sum ij

nij

2  is the correct number of results.

1/2 i

ai

2  + i

bj

2   indicates that the classification is

all correct, and i

ai

2 j

bj

2  / n

2   indicates the

expectation of the number of correct results.

5.2.2. Recognition Metric. In this part, we evaluated our
methodology by calculating the precision, recall, and F1.
We calculated the precision and recall [33] of our meth-
odology based the evaluation dataset. &e definitions are as
follows:

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
,

Recall �
TP

TP + FN
,

F1 �
2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

,

(8)

where TP presents the number of the true positive, FP
denotes the number of the false positive, and FN is the
number of the false negative. For those IPs that could not be
identified, we treated the organization results as none.

5.3. Results. In this section, we analyse the details of the
proposed framework ULIB in three aspects: (1) Accuracy of
Node Similarity Calculated by ULIBl (2) ARI of Community
Detection; (3) Accuracy of Community Recognition.

5.3.1. Node Similarity Model. During training the Node
Similarity Model, the extracted seeds construct
(IP1, IP2, label) using pairwise way, in which the label is 1
when the users are the same and 0 when the users are
different. 10000 samples were randomly selected from the
constructed data and divided into 70% train set and 30% test
set. &e parameters of the model are shown in Table 2.

&e process of the model training is in Figure 5, where
accuracy represents the accuracy performance of the model
in the training set, and val accuracy is the accuracy per-
formance of the model on the test set.

&e results show that the training of Node Similarity
Model tends to be stable and the final accuracy is 0.62.
However, it is unsatisfied for the user identification of IPs.
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&erefore, based on Node Similarity Model, the community
detection is realized by combining Neighbours Similarity
Model and Modularity Model to improve the performance
of user identification.

At the same time, this paper evaluates performance with
cosine similarity and sets different thresholds to calculate the
accuracy on the test set in Figure 5. It can be seen that when
the threshold of cosine similarity is about 0.5, the max
accuracy is 0.46 and the performance is the best on the test
set. Obviously, cosine similarity is weaker than the super-
vised Node Similarity Model proposed in this paper.

5.3.2. Community Detection. After calculating community
fitness FC, the communities, namely, IP blocks, without
users could be achieved, by maximizing community fitness.
&e performance of ULIB on Community Detection is
shown in Figure 6, compared with traditional method AS
and CIDR. We choose typical prefixes 24 and 28 for CIDR,
namely, Subnet/24 and Subnet/28.

As can be seen from the Fitness-ULIB in Figure 6, the
process of community detection tends to be stable, which

means ULIB could divide the IPs into different communities
successfully. &e larger the ARI is, the better the corre-
sponding method can divide the IPs with the same user into
a community. We can see that the ARI of ULIB can reach
0.87, which is higher than those of AS, Subnet/24, and
Subnet/28.

5.3.3. Community Recognition. For recognition of the user
of IP blocks, we measure it from two aspects: one is the
performance in domain: only the performance on IP seeds is
evaluated, and ablation experiments were performed at the
same time. &e other is the performance out of domain, that
is, the Internet measurement in real environment; the model
is evaluated by randomly selecting samples.

(1) Ablation. &e IP seeds are randomly divided into training
set and test set, and the accuracy and coverage are calculated.
At the same time, in order to compare the final results of
different parameters of community fitness, we set up mul-
tiple groups of parameters for experiments. Among them,
α � 1, β � 0, c � 0 represent only using Node Similarity
Model; namely, ULIB uses standard Louvain algorithm to
detect communities, α � 0, β � 1, c � 0 represent only using
Neighbours Similarity Model, and α � 0, β � 0, c � 1 rep-
resent Modularity Model.

It can be seen from Table 3 that, due to the lack of
multisource data fusion, Node SimilarityModel, Neighbours
Similarity Model, and Modularity Model are not as good as
ULIB. ULIB outperforms them because ULIB has an overall
consideration on attributes, neighbours of IPs, and structure
of whole network, which are related to users of IPs.

At the same time, we calculate the performance of our
method under different seeds numbers, and the results are
shown in Figure 7. With the increase of seeds number,
more IPs with accurate users would pass more accurate
labels to other IPs by community detection and recog-
nition; thus the performance of ULIB would has a sig-
nificant improvement.

Table 2: Parameters of Node Similarity Model.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Train set number 7000 Test set number 3000
Epoch 30 Layers 1
Drop out 0.1 Layer unit 128
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Figure 6: Performance of community detection.

Table 1: &e description of the dataset.

Time Type Number

20190101–20190601

Topology Link 13.17 million
SSL Certificates 56K
Protocol Banner 114K

Total Seeds 158K
Internet Edges 2.53 million
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(2) Contrasts. Using IP seeds, the algorithm is trained and
tested in real environment. In this paper, we choose the real
environment in a city of China for measurement. Limited to
conditions to get the results of other methods (Zoomeye, a
mature business system, https://www.zoomeye.org), we
randomly select 1000 samples in the results to calculate the
performance. Moreover, for a more comprehensive com-
parison, ULIB also has a comparison with seeds in Table 4,
which represents the results from Section 4.1 of SeedMining.
Seeds share the same idea as researches [8, 9] in Related
Work section.

It can be concluded from Table 4 that the method used in
this paper can achieve a relatively high coverage rate of
28.90% under the premise of ensuring a certain accuracy of
74.20% with the randomly selected 1000 samples in the real
environment.

Compared with seeds and Whois, ULIB achieves a com-
petitive performance at accuracy but outperforms them much
at the coverage.&at is because seeds only recognize users from
SSL Certificates and Protocol Banner, but without similarities
between them. And most organizations of IPs recorded in
Whois are their registers or operators, not the users. For ex-
ample, ChinaNet is a common organization recorded in
Whois, but at many times, it is an operator but not user of IPs.

Compared with Zoomeye, which mainly uses the do-
mains to mine the associated organization, ULIB outper-
forms both at coverage and accuracy. &at is mainly because
Zoomeye focuses on those IPs whose location is relatively
obvious and clear. So, some of the results from Zoomeye
include locations such as buildings, parks, roads, etc.
&erefore, Zoomeye has a poorer performance in the issue
about user recognition of IPs.

5.4. Measurement. In this section, we conduct Internet
Measurement by ULIB for user-level IP blocks, with ana-
lysing and visualizing the blocks simultaneously.

As can be seen from Figure 8, the number of blocks di-
vided by ULIB is less than that divided by Subnet28, but far
more than those divided by Subnet24 and AS. Also, the av-
erage IP number of each block is more than that of Subnet28,
but less than that of AS and Subnet24. Combined with the
results in Results section, it is clear that the User-Level Blocks
of ULIB are more practical than those of other methods.

Figure 9 shows the distributions of Blocks Number and
Mean Block Size from ULIB. &e results of Network
Measurement show most of users have relatively few blocks
(<10) and mean size of blocks is small (<10), which means
users in the city of China possibly use Network Address
Translation (NAT) to fully use limited public IPs. Also, we
analysed the 21 users having most blocks (>500) and the 15
largest blocks (>60), and we found that they are related to
cloud service providers, such as Alibaba Cloud and Tencent
cloud.

In order to verify the effect of ULIB on identifying
User-Level Blocks of IPs, we selected a typical block for
visualization, as shown in the Figure 10. In the figure, white

Table 3: Performance of ablation.

Model Parameter Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)

Node Similarity Model α� 1, β� 0, c � 0 Train 69.78 54.62 61.28
Test 66.42 52.32 58.53

Neighbours Similarity Model α� 0, β� 1, c � 0 Train 73.45 50.24 59.67
Test 70.89 49.80 58.50

Modularity Model α� 0, β� 0, c � 1 Train 69.57 59.78 64.30
Test 65.59 56.54 60.73

Node +Neighbours Similarity Model α� 0.5, β� 0.5, c � 0 Train 74.89 59.87 66.54
Test 70.76 55.42 62.16

Node Similarity +Modularity Model α� 0.5, β� 0, c � 0.5 Train 73.98 59.45 65.92
Test 70.82 55.67 62.34

Neighbours Similarity +Modularity Model α� 0, β� 0.5, c � 0.5 Train 67.67 53.45 59.73
Test 67.19 52.44 58.91

ULIB α� 0.6, β� 0.2, c � 0.2 Train 74.22 59.67 66.15
Test 71.23 62.23 66.43
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Figure 7: Seeds number and performance.

Table 4: Contrasts between ULIB and other methods.

Dataset Model Coverage (%) Accuracy (%)

A city of China

Whois 3.10 87.10
Seeds 6.20 83.87

Zoomeye 21.50 71.16
ULIB 28.90 74.20
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means the users have not been identified yet, and other
colours indicate different results of recognized users.

As can be seen from Figure 10, though some of User-
Level Blocks have certain aggregation on the addresses, more
are intermittently distributed in the/24 block. In this case, it

is obviously difficult to identify all User-Level Blocks using
AS and CIDR. &erefore, identifying User-Level Blocks can
be more helpful to understand and analyse the usage of IPs.

6. Conclusions

With the increasingly wide applications of networking de-
vices in industry and life, how to effectively operate and
protect the devices will become a top priority for the
countries and enterprises. Knowing the users of IPs can
make it easier for operators to manage and protect the
network. In this paper, the user-level IP block is divided by
an improved community detection and recognition method
on the device book base on Louvain algorithm and Deep
Neutral Network. Compared with the existing methods on
the detection of IP blocks, we further improve the perfor-
mance of community detection by using the heterogeneous
data of IPs, and a top-down method is adopted to achieve
fine-grained recognition of user-level IP blocks. We evaluate
the performance of our proposed method in real-world
networks. &e evaluation results show that the accuracy of
ULIB is 74.20% and the coverage is 28.90% in a city of China,
which outperforms other existing methods. At the same
time, we found most users have relatively small number of
blocks (less than 10) and themean size of blocks is small (less
than 10, too). &rough all the experiments, it is clear that
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identifying User-Level Blocks can be more helpful to un-
derstand and analyse the usage of IPs.

&e detection and recognition of user-level IP blocks are
drawing more and more attentions to researchers from
multiple disciplines. In the future, we will apply this method
in more networks to achieve finer results. In the meantime,
we will try to improve the accuracy and coverage of ULIB
based on more multisource data of devices.

In addition, the popular deep neural network may also
be able to effectively integrate attributes and topology of IPs.
However, due to the complex structure and long running
time of deep learning models, this paper does not consider it
temporarily. But in future, the deep learning models may
enhance the performance of ULIB.
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